Can Projects be made at School?

Concerned about managing time and resources? You might consider combining 4-H and school projects. However, a few guidelines must be considered before combining, as a definite “yes” or “no” cannot be given across the board for all projects. To legitimize the option of projects serving dual roles answer the following questions:

1. Will you plan ahead of time to correlate the projects for better use of time and money?

2. Will the 4-H project you are enrolled in have similar suggested learning requirements as your school class?

3. Will the project be a part of the suggested learning and/or requirements in both the 4-H project and school projects?

If you can honestly answer YES to the above questions, then you can legitimize combining the two projects.

HOWEVER…

1. If you wait to enroll in a 4-H project after the school project is completed and select a “project” that fits the completed school project…or

2. If you do no advanced planning but instead decide at the last minute to enter the completed school project at the fair because it’s done. . .then. . .the project is not considered eligible as a 4-H project.

Take time now and pre-plan…it will save confusion in the end.

Note: There may be some specific rules for exhibiting at the county fair (i.e., if you have enter an item you make a school, you may also have to enter an item you make at home). Please refer the fair paper as soon as it is available to make sure you are able to meet the requirements for exhibiting at the fair.
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